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software stacks such as MVAPICH [14] but it raises the problems of pinning memory and integrating a kernel subsystem
within a user-space middleware.
We present in this paper the implementation and optimization of this model in the O PEN -MX communication
stack. O PEN -MX [6] enables existing applications that were
programmed for M YRICOM’s widely used Myrinet Express
(MX) interface [11] to work on any regular E THERNET
hardware. O PEN -MX may also transparently rely on the local
loopback interface, providing a tight integration of both intranode and inter-node communication to any legacy MPI or MX
application. We introduce in this stack a dedicated single-copy
based implementation bypassing the local interface and we
describe its port on I NTEL I/OAT hardware which enables
memory copy offload. This model achieves high-throughput
local communication without relying on shared caches between processing cores. We then discuss memory pinning
requirements in our model and propose the overlapping of
memory pinning in order to start data transfer earlier and thus
reduce the overall communication time.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. We
present the existing intra-node communication models and
O PEN -MX as well as our motivations in Section II before describing the O PEN -MX optimized intra-node communication
subsystem in Section III. Section IV presents a performance
evaluation of O PEN -MX local communications and optimizations as well as comparison with two famous shared-memory
MPI implementations. Before concluding, related works are
discussed in Section V.

Abstract—The increasing number of cores per node in highperformance computing requires an efficient intra-node MPI
communication subsystem. Most existing MPI implementations
rely on two copies across a shared memory-mapped file.
Open-MX offers a single-copy mechanism that is tightly
integrated in its regular communication stack, making it transparently available to the MX backend of many MPI layers. We
describe this implementation and its offloaded copy backend
using I/OAT hardware. Memory pinning requirements are then
discussed, and overlapped pinning is introduced to enable the
start of Open-MX intra-node data transfer earlier.
Performance evaluation shows that this local communication
stack performs better than MPICH2 and Open MPI for large
messages, reaching up to 70 % better throughput in microbenchmarks when using I/OAT copy offload. Thanks to a singlecopy being involved, the Open-MX intra-node communication
throughput also does not heavily depend on cache sharing between processing cores, making these performance improvements
easier to observe in real applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The emergence of multicore architectures increases the
need for high-performance local inter-process communication.
While hybrid O PEN MP-MPI models have been proposed as a
solution to programming clusters of shared-memory nodes [3],
most existing applications still use MPI for both intra- and
inter-node communication since it is considered easier to
program with. Most MPI implementations thus provide a
dedicated local communication backend that is transparently
used whenever local inter-process communication is involved.
Local MPI communication have been the topic of many
research works in the past since multiprocessor architectures
have been widely used in high-performance computing in the
last decade. It led to the design of carefully optimized shared
memory implementations to achieve very low latency, such
as the N EMESIS subsystem in MPICH2 [2]. This sharedmemory model that many other MPI layers also use (such
as O PEN MPI [5] or MVAPICH [4]) is based on the sender
copying data in a shared file and the receiver copying back
from it. While being efficient for small message latency, this
model raises the problems of memory bandwidth saturation
and cache pollution for large messages since multiple memory
copies are involved. To overcome these issues, one solution
consists in entering the operating system to perform a singlecopy for large messages. This idea has been studied in multiple

II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATIONS
In this section, we first describe the traditional sharedmemory-based intra-node MPI communication model. Then
we introduce O PEN -MX and its local communication model,
before discussing the drawbacks of these solutions and presenting motivations for this work.
A. Intra-Node MPI Communication
Running parallel applications on multiprocessor nodes (and
nowadays multicore processors) involves many local communications between processes. Their performance is as critical to
the whole application performance as network communication
matters to applications running on multiple nodes.
Many MPI implementations offer optimized intranode communication. Most of them, including MPICH2,
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of the latter, it still offers a large room for improvement.
Therefore, our objectives in this paper are:
• Integrating an optimized intra-node communication
model in the O PEN -MX driver without exposing the
complexity to user-space ;
• Supporting I/OAT memory copy offload to reduce CPU
overhead and cache pollution, and to improve performance ;
• Reducing the need to pin memory and trying to optimize
it since it is known to be expensive [15].

O PEN MPI and MVAPICH, are implemented as sharedmemory. This model is based on a memory-mapped shared
file where the sender writes commands and copies data while
the receiver reads commands and copies data back from. This
idea is easy to implement, it does not require any system
call in the critical path, and it enables multiple optimization
to achieve very interesting small message latency. For
instance, the N EMESIS subsystem in MPICH2 reaches 300 ns
latency [2] thanks to carefully tuned shared data structures
and atomic operations.
However, the main drawback of this idea relies in its use
of two memory copies per message, which implies twice
the amount of memory and cache access. Moreover, since
caches are not shared among all cores on existing architectures,
many communication patterns may not benefit from all these
optimizations. Besides, since memory copies are processed by
the host CPU, the host overhead may be significantly high
for large messages. This is the main reason why a single-copy
based model looks interesting at least for large messages.

III. O PTIMIZING O PEN -MX I NTRA -N ODE
C OMMUNICATION
In this section, we describe O PEN -MX single-copy based
intra-node communication model and its optimization. We then
discuss memory pinning and present how to remove or overlap
it.
A. Optimized Single-Copy based Model
Given that O PEN -MX implements the MX protocol on
top the generic E THERNET layer in the L INUX kernel, all
application requests are passed to the O PEN -MX kernel driver.
Outgoing messages are copied from the application buffers
into a Socket Buffer that the underlying E THERNET driver will
send. Incoming messages are stored in socket buffers by the
driver before O PEN -MX copies their data into the application
receive buffers.

B. Open-MX Local Communication
The O PEN -MX [6] stack aims at providing highperformance message passing over any generic E THERNET
hardware. It exposes the Myrinet Express (MX) API and ABI
to user-space applications and it is also interoperable with
hosts running the native MX stack over E THERNET. Existing
middlewares such as MPICH2-MX or O PEN MPI already
successfully run unmodified on top of it. Thanks to these
features many legacy applications may be executed on top
of O PEN -MX with regular E THERNET hardware.
The O PEN -MX stack may easily be used for intra-node
communication since the loopback interface of the operating
system is available as well as regular E THERNET hardware.
This implementation has the advantage of being tightly integrated and very easy to use on any hardware while other
similar optimizations in MVAPICH would require an I N FINI BAND interface and the addition of a specific kernel
module [14]. Therefore, O PEN -MX appears as an interesting
framework for testing intra-node communication optimization.
Moreover, O PEN -MX is able to improve the receive performance by offloading memory copy on I NTEL I/O Acceleration
Architecture (I/OAT) [7]. Such a feature is known to help
intra-node communication [14] by reducing the host overhead
and improving large message throughput. However, it involves
some memory pinning since physical pages have to be passed
to the I/OAT hardware.

Open MPI

MPICH

Open−MX Library

Single Copy

Open−MX Driver
Generic Ethernet Layer
Loopback
Interface

Fig. 1.

Ethernet
Driver

Design of Open-MX intra-node communication stack.

Instead of relying on the loopback interface to send and
receive local messages (stored inside socket buffers), the
O PEN -MX driver bypasses the E THERNET layer and directly
copies messages from the source application buffers into the
target application receive buffers. This model is described by
Figure 1.
The first point to optimize regards the threshold between
small and large messages models in O PEN -MX. Indeed,
in the MX wire protocol specification, small messages are
sent eagerly and buffered by the receiver. Large messages are
actually transfered after a Rendezvous, so that no additional
copy is needed. The threshold is empirically set to 32 kB but
it has to be revised for local communication since the latency
and bandwidth are much different. We thus implemented in
O PEN -MX a tunable rendezvous threshold that we empirically

C. Motivation and Objectives
Given that shared-memory-based implementations are expected to suffer when no cache is shared between the computing cores or when the message does not fit in the cache,
we propose in this paper an extensive study of the single-copy
model. The O PEN -MX stack has the advantage of offering a
tight integration between regular network communication and
intra-node communication. However, given the characteristics
2

set to 4 kB for local communication, which means the eager
protocol is much less often used than in regular networking.
We will not discuss the eager protocol anymore in this article
and we now focus on our single-copy mechanism for large
messages.
The second optimization is about I/OAT copy offload.
The I/OAT hardware (a DMA engine) is available to kernel
subsystems. They may submit multiple offloaded copies and
poll for their completion later [9]. We added in O PEN -MX the
ability to replace regular memory copies with offloaded copies
on I/OAT. It has the advantage of not polluting any cache,
not using the host CPU, and being faster than regular copies
for large messages. However, it has a startup overhead that
prevents if from being used for small messages, and it is slower
than a regular copy within the cache. O PEN -MX thus uses a
tunable threshold to switch its single-copy mechanism from
regular to offloaded copies. Given the current processor cache
sizes, we empirically set this threshold to 2 MB and let the
administrator change it depending on the machine cache size.
Table I summarizes O PEN -MX local communication strategies
and default thresholds.
Message size
<= 4 kB
4 kB - 2 MB
> 2 MB

Rndv
Receiver
Pinning

DMA Engine
Offloaded Copy

Fig. 3.

B. Removing or Overlapping Memory Pinning
The single-copy mechanism involves a process copying
from/to another process address-space. Due to page faults
not being possible in another address space, this strategy
requires pinning of the other process memory. The O PEN MX implementation deports the actual copy in the receiver
process after the rendezvous. So we have to make sure that
the source buffer in the sender process is pinned in physical
memory before the receiver can copy from it. Similarly, I/OAT
offloaded copies imply passing physical addresses to the DMA
engine hardware, which means both source and destination
memory buffers have to be pinned as well.
Pinning

Rndv
Receiver

Fig. 2.

Offloaded Single-copy communication.

the whole communication time [15]), and it justifies our work
on optimizing it. Figures 2 and 3 summarize the single-copy
model in the regular and offloaded cases.
The usual way to reduce the observed memory pinning
overhead is to cache pinned buffers to reduce the need to
pin/unpin again in case of multiple communications reusing
the same buffers (Pin-down Cache [13]). This solution is very
interesting for benchmarks performance and for applications
reusing the same buffers multiple times. But, it reveals some
strong technical issues due to the need to detect address space
modification to invalidate cached buffers that are freed or
unmapped by the application.
We propose in this article to hide the cost of memory
pinning by overlapping it with the actual memory copy. This
idea may actually be raised thanks to O PEN -MX memory
pinning being much more flexible than in high-speed networks. Indeed, optimizing pinning in high-speed networks
would require some complex synchronization between the
NIC (which processes the actual data transfer), the driver
(which takes care of memory pinning), and the application
(which submits requests to the NIC through OS-bypass). The
O PEN -MX model is much simpler since all these components
are managed by the kernel driver, making synchronization
much easier.
The overall idea of the model is to pin part of a data
buffer, start copying from/to this partial buffer, and then pin
another chunk. It enables actual overlapping since pinning and
copying are not performed by the same process or hardware
component. We designed the optimized memory pinning in
O PEN -MX to be:
• Deferred, to overlap the rendezvous handshake ;
• Chunked, so that other processes can start copying from
a partially pinned buffer ;
• Progressively-Agressive, so that some small chunks are
pinned first in order to start copying early, while large
chunks at the end reduce the overall pinning overhead ;
• On-Demand, so that the receive buffer is not uselessly
pinned in the non-offloaded case ;
All these ideas but the latter are mostly about rescheduling
pinning and copying in order to reduce the overall application
waiting time. The model is summarized on Figures 4 and 5,
and Table II. Additionaly, overlapping I/OAT copy offload
with memory pinning prevents the processors from being idle
while the copies are being processed.

Strategy
Eager
Rendez-vous + Single-Copy
Rendez-vous + Offloaded Single-Copy

Pinning

Completion
Copy
Submission

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF O PEN -MX LOCAL COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES .

Sender

Pinning

Sender

Full Copy

Single-Copy communication.

All this memory pinning is actually enabled by default
on both sides since O PEN -MX networking communications
always require it and local communication only differs during
the actual copy. It is one severe drawback of this model since
memory pinning is known to be expensive (up to 25 % of
3
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O PEN -MX basic optimizations performance with IMB PingPong.

Overlapped Pinning in Offloaded Single-Copy communication.

The Figure also shows how important it is to switch to
the rendezvous protocol earlier since its throughput is higher
than the eager protocol between 4 kB and 32 kB. This is the
reason why we empirically chose 4 kB as the threshold for
local communication.
Finally, we also observe that offloading memory copies onto
the I/OAT DMA engine results in very good performance (up
to 2.1 GB/s) for large messages without ever going down since
no cache is involved. However, it remains slower than the nonoffloaded case when messages fit in the cache, explaining why
we decided to enable offload only after 2 MB.

IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We now present a performance evaluation of the O PEN MX intra-node communication implementation. We look at
the impact of our optimizations, and compare O PEN -MX
performance with O PEN MPI and MPICH2.
All tests were run on a dual quad-core X EON 2.33 GHz
”Clovertown” machine. MPICH2 1.0.7 (with the N EMESIS
channel) and O PEN MPI 1.2.6 were used with their default
shared-memory configuration. O PEN -MX performance was
measured by using its MX ABI compatibility which enables loading the O PEN -MX library as the MX backend in
O PEN MPI1

B. Cache Sharing
We now look at the impact of process binding and cache
sharing on the throughput. Given that our machine is based on
two quad-core processors that contain two independent dualcore subchip with a shared L2 cache, three cases have to be
studied:
• Shared L2 Cache: 2 processes are running on the same
dual-core subchip, using the same shared L2 cache.
• Shared Die: 2 processes are running on the same quadcore die but not on the same subchip. No cache is shared,
but the link to the memory controller is still shared.
• Different Dies: 2 processes are running on different dies.
Nothing is shared.
Figure 7 presents the IMB PingPong throughput depending
on process binding. We observe that O PEN -MX performance
does not decrease much when there is no shared cache between
the processing core. The performance even drops later (after
1 MB instead of 512 kB messages) since each L2 cache is only
used by a single process. Also, the offloaded copy performance
does not depend on process binding at all since it does not
involve any cache.
Figures 8 and 9 show similar behaviors for MPICH2 and
O PEN MPI. When sharing a cache, they are faster than O PEN MX up to 512 kB. Their performance then drops faster since
two copies are involved (the cache is filled faster). Very
large message performance is similar to O PEN -MX in the

A. Basic Design Performance and Tuning
Figure 6 presents the impact of our basic optimizations
in O PEN -MX on the I NTEL MPI Benchmarks (IMB [10])
PingPong performance. Using the loopback interface for local
communication results in poor throughput. Bypassing the
E THERNET layer to enable our single-copy mechanism gives
about 30 % better performance for large messages (1300 MB/s)
and up to 170 % for 512 kB messages (reaching almost 5 GB/s)
since the cache is used much better. The throughput drops
significantly after 1 MB messages because the L2 cache size
is 2 MB.
1 The mpiexec launcher was used with --mca pml cm in order to
directly map MPI functions onto the MX ABI.

Regular Copy
Copy Offload

Sender
Receiver
Sender
Receiver

Pinning Optimization
Overlapped with Copy
Removed since Unused
Overlapped with Copy
Overlapped with Copy

TABLE II
S UMMARY OF M EMORY P INNING O PTIMIZATIONS IN O PEN -MX
INTRA - NODE COMMUNICATIONS .

4

6000

5000

Throughput (MiB/s)

non-offloaded case, and obviously 35 % below O PEN -MX
if I/OAT hardware is available since only O PEN -MX may
benefit from it.
When no cache is shared, MPICH2 and O PEN MPI performance drops significantly, from more than 5 GB/s to 12 GB/s for medium messages. For very large messages, the
throughput saturates below 800 MB/s while O PEN -MX I/OAT
copy offload remains above 2 GB/s. Also, we observe that
binding processes on the same die decreases large message
performance because a single link to the memory controller
is used. All these results reveals how using 2 memory copies
kills the performance due to the cache not being shared and
the memory bus saturating.

Open-MX on Shared Cache
Open-MX on Shared Die
Open-MX on Different Dies
Open-MX with I/OAT Copy Offload

4000

3000

2000

1000

0
4kB

64kB

1MB

16MB

C. Overlapped Memory Pinning

Message size

Fig. 7. IMB PingPong performance over O PEN -MX depending on process
binding.
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Fig. 10. Impact of chunk size during O PEN -MX overlapped pinning on
IMB PingPong performance.

0
4kB

64kB

1MB

16MB

Message size

Figure 10 presents the impact of optimizing memory pinning depending on how we split the buffer into chunks. It
shows that using large chunks decreases performance since the
overlapping of memory pinning has to wait until the first chunk
is pinned. Using small chunks gives 10 % better performance
since O PEN -MX may then overlap earlier. However, we expect
this strategy to add an extra overhead for very large messages
since the pinning cost is not linear. Therefore, O PEN -MX now
uses a progressively-aggressive chunk size, from 1 page for the
first chunk, up to 1024 pages per chunk. It reaches the same
performance than always using small chunks without risking
of increasing the CPU overhead for very large messages.
Figure 11 compares the impact of optimized overlapped
pinning on the IMB PingPong performance (with copy offload enabled after 2 MB) with the impact of the Pin-down
Cache. It shows that O PEN -MX is now able to achieve
the same throughput for very large messages (2300 MB/s,
10 % above the non optimized case) thanks to overlapped
pinning. This fully-optimized O PEN -MX performance is 70 %
above MPICH2 and O PEN MPI if a cache is shared between
processing cores, and up to 3 times better if not. For smaller
messages, our work improves performance by up to 27 %

Fig. 8. Compared IMB PingPong performance over MPICH2-N EMESIS and
O PEN -MX depending on process binding.
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Open MPI on Shared Cache
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Fig. 9. Compared IMB PingPong performance over O PEN MPI and O PEN MX depending on process binding.
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Fig. 11. Performance comparison of IMB PingPong over O PEN -MX with
pinning cache, progressively-aggressive overlapped pinning, and regular nonoverlapped pinning.
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without being able to reach the 45 % improvement of the pindown cache since the startup overhead of overlapped pinning
cannot be avoided.
It has to be noted that apart from being technically difficult
to implement safely, the pin-down cache is only guaranteed
to improve performance when the application reuses the same
buffer many times, while our overlapped pinning always helps.

160

Normalized Execution Time (%)
IMB Alltoall between 4 cores

140

D. Compared Scalability
Figure 12 presents the compared scalability of O PEN -MX,
MPICH2 and O PEN MPI shared memory implementations by
looking at IMB Alltoall execution time when running 2, 4 and
8 processes on our machine. We expect O PEN -MX to scale
better since it does not rely on shared caches and does not
saturate the memory bus as well.
We observe that the more processes are involved, the faster
O PEN -MX passes O PEN MPI and MPICH2 performance
(from 64 kB with 2 processes down to 8 kB for 8 processes).
The performance improvement is also bigger with the number
of processes, up to 5 for 64 kB messages with 8 processes.
It also has to be noted than I/OAT copy offload brings a
very interesting performance improvement (up to 33 %) even
before the 2 MB threshold that we empirically set. This reveals
the strong advantage of this hardware on loaded configurations
where saving some CPU cycles and not polluting caches too
much may become critical. We are thus looking at reducing
the copy offload threshold further.
The impact of optimized memory pinning on this test goes
up to 10 % and is even negative in some cases. We think that it
is caused by Alltoall patterns loading the machine much more
and thus revealing the fact that overlapped pinning does not
reduce the overhead but only reschedules it.

Open-MX Copy Offload with Overlapped Pinning
Open-MX Copy Offload
Open-MX with Overlapped Pinning
Open-MX
Open MPI
MPICH2/Nemesis
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20
0
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Fig. 12. IMB Alltoall normalized execution time over MPICH2-N EMESIS,
Open MPI and Open-MX when increasing the number of processing cores.

E. NAS Parallel Benchmarks
We finally look at the NAS parallel benchmarks [1] performance. Table III summarizes the performance improvement
brought by the O PEN -MX implementation on several cases.
6

We did not observe any significant difference between O PEN MX and O PEN MPI or MPICH2 in other cases. These
numbers were gathered by binding 4 processes on the same die
but we observed similar relative behaviors with other bindings.
Benchmark
sp.B.4
ft.B.4
is.C.4

O PEN MPI
304.01 s
49.07 s
11.20 s

MPICH2
306.55 s
49.10 s
11.19 s

The overhead of memory pinning has been often worked
around using a pin-down cache [13] to reuse formerly pinned
pages. This model however requires tracing of address space
modifications to maintain the cache validity, which means
some system calls have to be intercepted in user-space [15]
or the kernel has to be modified [8] to do so. It is also not
guaranteed to improve performance since the application has
to reuse the same buffer multiple times before the impact of
the cache becomes visible. Our overlapped memory pinning
does not always bring the same performance improvement but
it still improves performance a bit even if the application does
not reuse its memory buffers multiple times.

O PEN -MX
301.83 s
46.73 s
10.20 s

TABLE III
NAS PARALLEL B ENCHMARKS EXECUTION TIME .

We observe that O PEN -MX brings 1-2 % improvement on
SP and 3 % on FT. The more interesting results comes from
IS, which is known to rely on many large messages, where
O PEN -MX is 10 % faster thanks to our optimizations. Looking
in detail at the impact of our optimizations, we note that
overlapped memory pinning brings about 3 % improvement
while I/OAT copy offload obviously brings the biggest part
(7 % on average).

VI. C ONCLUSION
As the number of cores increases in high-performance
computing nodes, intra-node communication performance becomes more and more important. Many research works have
been proposed to improve small message latency, but the
generally used shared memory-mapped file model reveals a
large dependency on a cache being shared by the processing
cores. A single-copy model through the operating system
implies less cache pollution, memory bus saturation, and CPU
overhead, but it requires a kernel implementation.
We presented in this article several optimizations for this
single-copy local communication model. They have been implemented in the O PEN -MX stack3 which offers a transparent
integration of networking and local communication and which
is easily available on any hardware. We first described how
we bypass the E THERNET layer in the O PEN -MX driver
to implement the single-copy mechanism without exposing
the complexity to user-space. Thanks to this model being
implemented in the L INUX kernel, it may also offload memory
copies onto I/OAT hardware. We then explained how this
strategy had to be tuned for local communication to benefit
from the performance of the rendezvous strategy and copy
offload earlier. We finally presented an overlapped memory
pinning mechanism which enables the O PEN -MX single copy
strategy to start copying while the involved buffers are still
being pinned.
This implementation offers similar performance to sharedmemory models such as O PEN MPI and MPICH2 but it
does not suffer of no cache being shared between the processing cores. Offloading memory copies onto the I/OAT
hardware enables a 70 % throughput improvement for large
messages. Finally, overlapping memory pinning brings from
10 to 25 % throughput improvement, making the need for
the pin-down cache less important. In the end, O PEN -MX
throughput for large messages is now between 1.7 and 3 times
above MPICH2 and O PEN MPI depending on cache sharing.
When no I/OAT hardware is available, the improvement goes
up to 80 % if no cache is shared.
This article only discusses large message throughput. We
are now looking at improving small messages in O PEN -MX
as well. The current kernel-based model still achieves a high

V. R ELATED W ORKS
Optimizing intra-node MPI communication has been the
topic of many research works. MPICH2 [2], O PEN MPI [5],
and MVAPICH [12] all rely on a shared memory-mapped
file to achieve very good small message latency. MPICH2
pushed this model further by optimizing cache misses and
using atomic operations to reach a 300 ns latency on modern
machines. We showed in this paper that the throughput of
this two-copy model however heavily relies on a cache being
shared by the processing core. These implementations cannot
use a single-copy mechanism since it requires kernel support
while they are implemented as user-space libraries. O PEN -MX
tightly integrates this support within its main network communication stack, making it easily available to all applications
thanks to its MX compatibility.
MVAPICH has been modified to use a single copy mechanism with I/OAT copy offload support [14] but this support
remains an ad-hoc extension. The O PEN -MX implementation
is very simple to administrate and exploit, without requiring
the administrator to load an additional kernel driver to extend
a user-level MPI implementation. The single-copy support
in MVAPICH also relies on basic memory pinning which
appears to be very expensive. It justifies our work on hiding
pinning through overlap.
Using multiple DMA channels simultaneously2 may improve copy throughput by up to 40 % [15]. However, O PEN MX assigns a single channel per message and only relies on
multiple channels to handle multiple outstanding messages.
This strategy reduces the management cost without much
decreasing the overall performance since we expect modern
multicore machines to use many processes at the same time
and thus have many outstanding messages use all the available
DMA channels.
2 There are 4 or 8 independent DMA channels on current I NTEL I/OAT
hardware.

3 O PEN -MX
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is available for download at http://open-mx.org.

latency due to a system call being involved. We expect having
to switch to shared-memory model for small messages to
approach MPICH2 latency.
We are also looking at applying overlapped memory pinning
to network communication as well. However, we expect a
smaller performance improvement since the network bandwidth is lower and thus the pinning overhead is relatively
lower.
Finally, we still plan to improve our copy offload model.
First, our offload threshold is mostly decided by looking at
the non-offloaded copy performance in the shared-cache case.
However, in the non-shared-cache case, this threshold could
well be reduced. We are thus looking at checking whether
processes share a cache before deciding to offload the copy or
not. We are also trying to release the CPU when waiting for
offloaded copies to complete. The I/OAT hardware does not
send any interrupt that could wake up sleeping processes. But
we expect to be able to estimate the completion time and let
the process sleep a bit before going back to polling for I/OAT
completions.
In the end, even if not polluting any cache appears to be
a strong advantage of I/OAT copy offload, pre-warming the
cache may be interesting since the application is probably
going to use the data right after receiving it. For this reason,
it may actually be good to use a regular memory copy for the
beginning of large messages, and then switch to I/OAT copy
offload.
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